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Abstract

In the daily dispatching of urban deliveries, a delivery manager has to consider workload bal-
ance among the couriers to maintain workforce morale. We consider two types of workload:
incentive workload, which relates to the delivery quantity and affects a courier’s income, and
effort workload, which relates to the delivery time and affects a courier’s health. Incentive
workload has to be balanced over a long period of time (e.g., a week or a month) whereas
effort workload has to be balanced over a short period of time (e.g., a shift or a day). We
formulate a multi-period workload balancing problem under stochastic demand and dynamic
daily dispatching as a Markov Decision Process. We propose a balanced penalty policy based
on Cost Function Approximation and use a hybrid algorithm combining the modified nested
partitions method and the KN++ procedure to search for the optimal policy parameters.
A comprehensive numerical study demonstrates that the proposed balanced penalty policy
outperforms four benchmark policies and establishes the impact of demand variation and
manager preferences on workload balance.

Keywords: Incentive & effort workload, Multi-period workload balancing, Last-mile urban
delivery, Markov decision process, Cost function approximation

1. Introduction

Urbanization is one of the global forces, along with accelerating technological change,
aging, and globalization, that is reshaping the world we live in (Dobbs et al., 2015). Ac-
cording to the United Nation’s World Urbanization Prospects, the proportion of the world’s
population residing in urban areas increased from 30% in 1950 to 55% in 2018, and is ex-
pected to reach 68% by 2050. While the most urbanized regions are currently located in
Northern America (82%), Latin America and the Caribbean (81%), and Europe (74%), Asia
and Africa have faster urbanization rates than the other regions and their urban population
proportion is expected to reach 66% and 59%, respectively, by 2050 (United Nations, 2019).

Likewise, the boom in Business-to-Customer (B2C) e-commerce is reshaping business
models and supply chains. The worldwide B2C trading volume reached 1.82 trillion US
dollars in 2017, to which China contributed 37%, followed by the United States with 23.8%
and the United Kingdom with 10.6% (Ecommerce Foundation, 2017). In 2018, the trading
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volume in China reached 0.70 trillion US dollars with an annual increase of 26.1% (iResearch,
2019).

Urbanization and the advance of B2C e-commerce have both contributed to the rapid
growth of urban delivery worldwide. The global delivery package volume reached 87 billion
in 2018 (Pitney Bowes, 2019). In China, over 50 billion packages were shipped in 2018, and
the quantity exceeded 60 billion in 2019 (State Post Bureau of P. R. China, 2020). About
80% of the express delivery volume in China in 2019 were e-commerce packages (People’s
Daily, 2019).

To accommodate the growth and to achieve the service level expected of B2C e-commerce,
the number of couriers employed by companies providing urban delivery has increased dra-
matically. The “Survey report for China e-commerce logistics and express employees” (China
Federation of Logistics & Purchasing and China Logistics Information Center, 2017), for ex-
ample, reports that there were 3 million couriers in the express delivery industry in China in
2017. The leading players, SF Express and JD.com, had about 210,000 and 120,000 couriers,
respectively. The same report also reveals that couriers work long hours and make many
deliveries; Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b) show the distributions of the number of packages
delivered and the working hours per day, respectively. We see that the number of packages
delivered per day varies significantly with 43.94% of the couriers delivering fewer than 80
packages per day and 7.33% of the couriers delivering more than 180 packages per day. Fur-
thermore, 35.48% of the couriers work 8 – 9 hours per day, while 13.34% of the couriers work
more than 12 hours per day.
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Figure 1: Distributions of the number of packages delivered and the working hours per day among couriers

The disparities in courier working hours and number of deliveries have become a concern
for urban delivery providers as they impact a courier’s quality of life (especially the number
of deliveries as in many parts of the world a courier’s pay is directly linked to the number
of deliveries) and, thus, courier retention rates. In this highly competitive, growing market
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segment, courier retention has become increasingly important. As a consequence, urban de-
livery providers are starting to explore ways to incorporate workload balance considerations
into their operational planning processes. This is the topic of our research. We investigate
how an urban delivery provider can achieve low operating cost while also providing work-
load balance, where workload balance has two components: a courier’s delivery quantity,
or incentive workload, and a courier’s delivery time, or effort workload. What makes this
especially interesting and challenging is that incentive workload has to be balanced over a
relatively long period of time (a payroll cycle – a week or a month) and effort workload has
to be balanced over a relatively short period of time (a shift or a day).

More specifically, we introduce and study a multi-period workload balancing problem in
which we seek a daily dispatching policy minimizing expected operating cost and penalties
for effort imbalance and incentive imbalance over a planning horizon (e.g., a 4-week period).

The contributions of our research are threefold. First, we study daily dispatching in
last-mile urban delivery under stochastic demand while explicitly accounting for two types
of workload balance with different periodicity (i.e., effort and incentive workload). Second,
we formulate the problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), propose a balanced penalty
policy based on Cost Function Approximation (CFA), and apply a hybrid algorithm com-
bining the modified nested partitions method and the KN++ procedure to search for the
optimal parameters of the CFA policy. Third, we perform a comprehensive numerical study
which demonstrates that the proposed CFA-based balanced penalty policy outperforms four
natural benchmark policies, and which provides insight into the impact of demand variation
and manager importance weighting on operating cost and workload balance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review relevant
literature. In Section 3, we introduce the multi-period workload balancing problem and
formulate it as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). In Section 4, we propose a CFA-based
balanced penalty policy and four benchmark policies. In Section 5, we discuss the results
of an extensive computational study. Finally, in Section 6, we present a few concluding
remarks.

2. Literature review

Workload balance has been widely studied in the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) litera-
ture. To the best of our knowledge, Sutcliffe and Board (1990) were the first to include equity
considerations in the VRP. In the context of transporting mentally handicapped adults to a
training center, the authors impose lower and upper bounds on the trip time for each vehicle
and the number of seats occupied in the vehicle. Jozefowiez et al. (2002) were the first
to formally introduce the VRP with route balancing (VRPRB) and extend the capacitated
VRP (CVRP) with a second objective that seeks to minimize the range of the tour lengths.

Matl et al. (2018) provide a comprehensive survey on workload equity in VRP. The au-
thors make a distinction between equity metrics, which identify the resources to be balanced
(e.g., tour length, delivery quantity) and equity measures, which specify the (in)equity calcu-
lation for a given resource allocation (e.g., maximum, range, standard deviation). Further-
more, the authors distinguish two types of equity metrics: constant-sum and variable-sum,
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depending on whether the resource “consumption” is identical for all routing solutions or
not. For example, delivery quantity is a constant-sum equity metric because the total de-
livery quantity is a constant and does not depend on the routing solution, while delivery
time is a variable-sum equity metric because the total delivery time is different for different
routing solutions. Using the terminology introduced in Matl et al. (2018), the incentive
workload considered in this paper (i.e., the delivery quantity) is a constant-sum metric and
the effort workload (i.e., the delivery time) is a variable-sum metric. However, as discussed
in Section 1, incentive workload is balanced over a long period of time (e.g., a week or a
month) whereas effort workload is balanced over a short period of time (e.g., a shift or a
day). This suggest that in addition to equity metric and equity measure, it may also be
useful to consider equity period.

Next, we review the existing literature on single-period workload balancing and on multi-
period workload balancing.

2.1. Single-period workload balancing

Table 1 summarizes existing literature on single-period workload balancing based on the
equity measure, the model type, and the solution approach, where the model type indicates
how workload balance is handled, i.e., as an objective in a pure multi-objective approach
(MO), as an objective in weighted sum multi-objective approach (WS), or as a constraint
(CN).

Few researchers have focused on incentive balance. Kritikos and Ioannou (2010) study
the balanced cargo VRP with time windows (BCVRPTW), which penalizes cargo imbalance,
defined as the sum of the absolute deviations from the average load of the vehicles, and
propose a heuristic based on the free disposal hull (FDH) method of data envelopment
analysis. Sarpong et al. (2013) extend the uncapacitated VRP with a second objective
which seeks to minimize the maximum demand served by any of the vehicles, and apply
an ε-constraint method to find the Pareto frontier (facilitated by column generation with
efficient column search and bound computations).

Many studies, however, have focused on effort balance. As mentioned above, VRPRB
extends the CVRP to a bi-objective problem with a second objective of minimizing the range
of the route lengths of the vehicles. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms are widely used
to solve the VRPRB (Garcia-Najera and Bullinaria, 2011; Jozefowiez et al., 2002, 2006, 2007,
2009; Pasia et al., 2007a,b; Borgulya, 2008; Lacomme et al., 2015). Different from the above
studies, Matl et al. (2019a) propose a heuristic box splitting (HBS) algorithm within the
framework of ε-constraint method for obtaining the Pareto frontier.

Rather than minimizing the range of the route lengths of the vehicles, many researchers
seek to minimize the maximum of the route lengths of the vehicles, i.e., the makespan (Cor-
berán et al., 2002; Pacheco and Mart́ı, 2006; Lacomme et al., 2006; Reiter and Gutjahr, 2012;
Pacheco et al., 2013; Murata and Itai, 2005, 2007). Most of these studies use (meta)heuristics
to obtain a Pareto frontier. Reiter and Gutjahr (2012) apply an adaptive ε-constraint method
to find a Pareto frontier, in combination with a branch-and-cut algorithm and two genetic
algorithms for solving distance-constrained VRP subproblems.
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Table 1: Literature on single-period workload balancing

Publications
Equity measure Model type Solution approach

Max Range Other MO WS CN Exact Heuristic

Incentive balance

Kritikos and Ioannou (2010) X X X
Sarpong et al. (2013) X X X

Effort balance

Jozefowiez et al. (2002, 2006,
2007, 2009)

X X X

Pasia et al. (2007a,b) X X X
Borgulya (2008) X X X
Garcia-Najera and Bullinaria
(2011)

X X X

Melián-Batista et al. (2014) X X X
Lacomme et al. (2015) X X X
Matl et al. (2019a) X X X
Corberán et al. (2002) X X X
Murata and Itai (2005, 2007) X X X
Pacheco and Mart́ı (2006) X X X
Lacomme et al. (2006) X X X
Reiter and Gutjahr (2012) X X X
Pacheco et al. (2013) X X X
Lee and Ueng (1999) X X X
Halvorsen-Weare and Savels-
bergh (2016)

X X X X X

Both incentive and effort balance

Baņos et al. (2013a,b) X X X
Matl et al. (2018, 2019b) X X X X X
Sutcliffe and Board (1990) X X X
Bowerman et al. (1995) Variance X X
Apte and Mason (2006) X Length Load X
Liu et al. (2006) X X X
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Lee and Ueng (1999) extend the CVRP by seeking to minimize the weighted sum of the
total travel time and the sum of the differences between each vehicle’s delivery time and the
smallest delivery time of any of the vehicles, and propose a saving-based heuristic to solve the
problem. Halvorsen-Weare and Savelsbergh (2016) study four bi-objective mixed capacitated
general routing problems, each with a different effort balance objective, implement the box
method (Hamachera et al., 2007), and demonstrate that minimizing the range of the tour
lengths is a robust choice.

A small number of researches study both incentive and effort balancing. Some of these
studies extend the CVRP into bi-objective problems with a second objective that seeks to
minimize either the incentive imbalance or the effort imbalance (Baņos et al., 2013a,b; Matl
et al., 2018, 2019b), while others consider incentive and effort imbalance simultaneously
(Sutcliffe and Board, 1990; Bowerman et al., 1995; Apte and Mason, 2006; Liu et al., 2006).

Bowerman et al. (1995) study a school bus routing problem with five goals. The most
important goal is to minimize the number of routes, which therefore becomes the primary
objective. The remaining four goals are combined, using a weighted sum, into a second
objective; these goals include two equity measures (i.e., the variance of the numbers of
students served by the buses and the variance of the route lengths of the buses). Apte and
Mason (2006) study a library materials delivery problem, which seeks to minimize a weighted
sum of the total travel distance and the sum of the differences between the length of a route
and a target route length. Lower and upper bounds on the number of stops and on the
delivery quantity of a vehicle are also imposed. Liu et al. (2006) extend the VRP with limits
on the range of the delivery times and on the range of the delivery quantities of the vehicles.

2.2. Multi-period workload balancing

There are only a few studies on multi-period workload balancing. Some of these natu-
rally arise in the context of the periodic vehicle routing problem (PVRP). Blakeley et al.
(2003) study a periodic technician routing and scheduling problem for Schindler Elevator
Corporation, which seeks to minimize the total cost over the planning horizon where cost is
a weighted sum of total travel time, time-window violations, total overtime, total idle time,
and workload imbalance defined as the standard deviation of the route times over the routes.
The authors propose a two-phase heuristic involving an assignment procedure and a sequence
procedure. Mourgaya and Vanderbeck (2007) study a variation of the PVRP in which only
customer to period and customer to vehicle decisions are considered. When assigning cus-
tomers to vehicles (referred to as clustering), the authors seek to balance vehicle workload
and cluster coverage. Balancing vehicle workload is achieved by bounding the total load of
a cluster and balancing cluster coverage is achieved by minimizing the sum of the Euclidean
distances between customer locations within a cluster. Gulczynski et al. (2011) propose an
integer programming-based heuristic for the PVRP with reassignment constraints (PVRP-
RC) and the PVRP with balance constraints (PVRP-BC). In the PVRP-BC, the authors
penalize the workload imbalance measured as the range of the number of customers served
by any of the vehicles in any of the periods of the planning horizon. Liu et al. (2013) study a
weekly home health care logistics optimization problem, an extension of the PVRP with time
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windows, in which they seek to minimize the longest route length over the week, and propose
a hybrid tabu search algorithm combined with two intra-route local search strategies.

Ribeiro and Lourenço (2001) consider a multi-period VRP extension which seeks to min-
imize a weighted sum of three objectives: the total cost, the workload imbalance measured
as the standard deviation of the total delivery volumes of the vehicles, and the inconsis-
tency in customer service. The authors provide a small illustrative example, which is solved
using LINGO. Groër et al. (2009) study a balanced billing cycle vehicle routing problem
encountered by utility companies in which the minimum and maximum numbers of cus-
tomers served as well as the tour lengths of the meter readers are constrained, and propose
a three-phase approach that transforms the initial unbalanced and inefficient billing routes
into target routes generated by a modified record-to-record algorithm considering workload
balance.

All the problems referred to in our review of the literature are deterministic. We study
a multi-period workload balancing problem under stochastic demand and dynamic daily
dispatching, in which we explicitly account for two types of workload balance with different
equity periods. Incentive workload relates to the delivery quantity and affects a courier’s
income – balanced across couriers over a long period of time (e.g., a week or a month). Effort
workload relates to the delivery time and affects a courier’s health – balanced across couriers
over a short period of time (e.g., a shift or a day).

3. Problem description and model formulation

A last-mile urban delivery station operates a homogeneous fleet of couriersK = {1, 2, ..., K}.
Each courier has a daily delivery capacity Q. On a daily basis, the delivery manager dis-
patches the couriers to deliver packages to customers within its service region. To maintain
workforce morale, the delivery manager needs to consider not only the operating cost, but
also two types of workload balance: incentive workload balance and effort workload balance.
Incentive workload relates to the delivery quantity (i.e., number of packages) and affects
a courier’s income, while effort workload relates to the delivery time (i.e., travel time plus
service time) and affects a courier’s health. Couriers care about effort workload balance
each day and care about incentive workload balance each payroll cycle. For presentational
convenience, we refer to “incentive workload (im)balance” as “incentive (im)balance” and
“effort workload (im)balance” as “effort (im)balance. In this study, we consider the workload
balancing problem over each payroll cycle (planning horizon). We denote T = {1, 2, . . . , T}
as the set of periods (i.e., days) in the payroll cycle. As shown in Figure 2, period t+1 begins
with decision epoch t and ends with decision epoch t + 1. (We will explain the elements in
Figure 2 as we describe the problem.)

In practice, for operational simplicity, the last-mile delivery station aggregates the cus-
tomers in the service region into delivery units (e.g., residential/office buildings) based on
geographical and demographical characteristics. Customers within a delivery unit are served
by one courier and each courier can serve multiple delivery units. We model the service
region as a directed network G = (N ,A). Node set N = {0} ∪ N c, where 0 represents the
last-mile delivery station and N c = {1, 2, . . . , N} represents the set of delivery units. Each
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Figure 2: Problem illustration

customer in delivery unit i ∈ N c has a service time si. Arc set A represents the connections
between nodes in N . The travel time on each arc (i, j) ∈ A is tij.

Because each delivery unit aggregates multiple customers, it is reasonable to assume that
each delivery unit i ∈ N c generates a positive demand dti > 0 in each period t ∈ T , to
be delivered in period t + 1. The demand dti varies in each period and is represented as
a random variable. We denote Dt = (dti)∀i∈N c , ∀t ∈ T . At the beginning of the planning
horizon, we start with D̂0, which is the demand generated before decision epoch 0 and is to
be delivered in period 1. Note that DT will be delivered in the next planning horizon and is
not included in the current model.

At each decision epoch t, the delivery manager dispatches couriers based on the realized
demand in period t and the cumulative incentive workload of the couriers up to decision
epoch t so as to minimize the operating cost (i.e., total delivery time) and effort imbalance
for period t + 1 as well as the expected incentive imbalance over the (active) payroll cycle.
In this paper, we use cumulative incentive workload up to decision epoch t to refer to the
total incentive workload of a courier from period 1 to period t, and total incentive workload
to refer to the incentive workload of a courier from period 1 to period T , i.e., over an entire
payroll cycle. Next, we formulate the multi-period workload balancing problem as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP).

3.1. State variable

We define D̂t−1 as the generated demand in period t− 1, which is the realization of the
random variable Dt−1, to be delivered in period t. In period t, each courier k delivers the
assigned demand, which results in the incentive workload Itk (i.e., number of packages) and
the effort workload Ftk (i.e., travel time plus service time). We define It = (Itk)∀k∈K and
Ft = (Ftk)∀k∈K. Further, we denote the cumulative incentive workload of courier k up to
decision epoch t as Ĩtk =

∑t
τ=1 Iτk, and Ĩt = (Ĩtk)∀k∈K, ∀t ∈ T .
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At decision epoch t, the state variable St = (Ĩt, D̂t) represents the cumulative incentive
workload up to decision epoch t and the generated demand in period t (as shown in Figure 2).
At decision epoch 0, each courier has no cumulative incentive workload, i.e., Ĩ0k = 0,∀k ∈ K.

3.2. Decision variable

At decision epoch t, the delivery manager dispatches the couriers to serve the generated
demand D̂t in period t+1. We assume a courier serves his assigned demand using the fastest
possible delivery route. We define ztik to indicate whether courier k is dispatched to serve
delivery unit i in period t + 1, and Zt = (ztik)∀i∈N c,k∈K. We also define θtk as the route
of courier k to serve the assigned delivery units in period t + 1, and Θt = (θtk)∀k∈K. The
decision variable xt = (Zt,Θt) (as shown in Figure 2), which needs to satisfy Constraints (1)
as described below.

We introduce a dummy depot N + 1 and extend the network G = (N ,A) to G =
(N ,A). We define the extended node set N = N ∪ {N + 1} and the extended arc set
A = A ∪ {(i, N + 1) : i ∈ N c} with ti,N+1 = t0i,∀i ∈ N c.

We extend the two-commodity formulation in Baldacci et al. (2004) by adding the index
of couriers, and introduce the following decision variables.

ztik =

{
1, if courier k ∈ K is dispatched to serve delivery unit i ∈ N c,
0, otherwise,

ξtijk =

{
1, if courier k ∈ K traverses the arc (i, j) ∈ A,
0, otherwise,

ytijk =

{
occupied capacity, if courier k ∈ K traverses the arc (i, j) ∈ A,
residual capacity, if courier k ∈ K traverses the arc (j, i) ∈ A,

where ξtijk can be transformed into the routing decision θtk by post-processing.
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We define the feasible region Xt of the decision xt = (Zt,Θt) in Constraints (1).∑
i∈N

(ytjik − ytijk) = 2dtiztik, ∀i ∈ N c, k ∈ K, (1a)

∑
j∈N c

yt0jk =
∑
i∈N c

d̂tiztik, ∀k ∈ K, (1b)∑
j∈N c

ytj0k = Q−
∑
i∈N c

d̂tiztik, ∀k ∈ K, (1c)∑
j∈N c

yt,N+1,jk = Q, ∀k ∈ K, (1d)

ytijk + ytjik = Qξtijk, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K, (1e)∑
(i,j)∈A

ξtijk +
∑

(j,i)∈A

ξtjik = 2ztik, ∀i ∈ N c, k ∈ K, (1f)

∑
k∈K

ztik = 1, ∀i ∈ V c, (1g)

ξtijk ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K, (1h)

ytijk ≥ 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ K, (1i)

ztik ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ N c, k ∈ K. (1j)

Constraints (1a) specify that if courier k serves delivery unit i, the net inflow of the two
commodities (i.e., the occupied capacity and the residual capacity) of courier k into delivery
unit i equals to 2dti. Constraints (1b) and (1c) define the outflow and inflow of the two
commodities at the depot for courier k, respectively. The commodity outflow of courier k
at the depot is the assigned delivery quantity, and the commodity inflow of courier k at the
depot corresponds to the residual capacity. Constraints (1d) ensure that the outflow of the
residual capacity of courier k at the depot copy N + 1 equals the capacity. Constraints (1e)
enforce that the summation of two commodities of courier k on each traversed arc is the
courier capacity. Constraints (1f) state that, if delivery unit i is served by courier k, there
must exist two traversed arcs incident to delivery unit i. Constraints (1g) ensure that each
delivery unit must be assigned to only one courier. Constraints (1h) to (1j) define the decision
variables.

Based on the decision xt, the incentive and effort workload of courier k in period t + 1
are computed as:

It+1,k =
∑
i∈N c

d̂tiztik, ∀k ∈ K, (2)

Ft+1,k =
∑

(i,j)∈A

tijxtijk +
∑
i∈N c

sid̂tiztik, ∀k ∈ K. (3)

A policy π maps a state to a decision. The set of possible policies is denoted by Π. We
denote the decision function at decision epoch t for policy π and a given state St by Xπ

t (St),
i.e., xt = Xπ

t (St).
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3.3. Exogenous information

At decision epoch t, the demand in period t + 1 is unknown. We define the exogenous
information Wt+1 = Dt+1, where Dt+1 = (dt+1,i)∀i∈N c represents the demand of delivery units
in period t+ 1 (as shown in Figure 2). We assume Dt+1 can be described statistically, where
the description is obtained from historical order data or from simulation model.

3.4. Transition function

Based on the state St = (Ĩt, D̂t), the decision xt = (Zt,Θt), and the exogenous informa-
tion Wt+1, the state is transitioned as shown in Figure 2.

St+1 = (Ĩt+1, D̂t+1) = SM(St, xt,Wt+1), (4)

where Ĩt+1 = (Ĩt+1,k)∀k∈K, D̂t+1 = (d̂t+1,i)∀i∈N c . Specifically,

Ĩt+1,k = Ĩtk + It+1,k.

3.5. Objective function

We measure the operating cost in period t + 1 by the total travel time of the couriers,
i.e., f(Ft+1) =

∑
k∈K Ft+1,k. Note that Ft+1 is a function of St and xt, which are known

and decided at decision epoch t. As mentioned earlier, we assume that each courier is
self-motivated to minimize his own delivery effort workload and chooses the fastest way to
accomplish the assigned delivery task.

We use the maximum daily delivery time among the couriers in period t+1 to measure the
daily effort imbalance, i.e., φ(Ft+1) = maxk∈K Ft+1,k. We use the range of the total incentive
workload over the payroll cycle among the couriers to measure the incentive imbalance, i.e.,
ϕ(IT ) = maxk∈K ĨTk − mink∈K ĨTk. Note that ϕ(IT ) does not equal to the summation of
daily incentive imbalance.

We choose the above measures of imbalance for theoretical and practical reasons. The-
oretically, to measure effort imbalance we use the maximum, a weakly monotonic equity
measure, rather than the range, a nonmonotonic equity measure. Using the range of delivery
times to measure effort imbalance can result in non-TSP routes and workload inconsistency.
Using the maximum of the delivery times to measure effort imbalance avoids such undesirable
routes. We refer the readers to Matl et al. (2018) for more detailed discussions. Practically,
couriers care most about differences in income (based on the delivery quantity), so using the
range to measure incentive imbalance is most appropriate. As long as a courier does not
spend too much time making deliveries on any given day, he/she may not care too much
about how much time other couriers spend making deliveries (or may not even know how
much time they spend), so using the maximum to ensure some effort balance is appropriate.

Given the state St = (Ĩt, D̂t) and decision xt = (Zt,Θt) at decision epoch t (as shown in
Figure 2), the cost function Ct(St, xt) is defined as

Ct(St, xt) =

{
f(Ft+1) + αφ(Ft+1), t = 0, . . . , T − 2,

f(Ft+1) + αφ(Ft+1) + βϕ(Ĩt+1), t = T − 1,

(5a)

(5b)
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where α and β are the unit penalties for daily effort imbalance and payroll cycle incentive
imbalance, respectively, which represents the trade-off between the operating cost and the
two types of workload imbalance. In this paper, we assume that α and β are set by the
delivery manager.

The objective is to design a daily dispatching policy π ∈ Π to minimize the expected
total cost over the planning horizon. That is,

min
π∈Π

E

{
T−1∑
t=0

Ct(St, X
π
t (St))

∣∣∣∣∣S0

}
. (6)

We summarize the notation in the MDP model in Table 2.

4. Dispatching policies

As described at the beginning of Section 3, the effort workload is balanced daily, but
the incentive workload is balanced cumulatively over the planning horizon. However, the
dispatching decisions have to be made on a daily basis. Therefore, the dispatching policy
needs to incorporate a daily control mechanism to balance the total incentive workload in
expectation.

In this section, we introduce the balanced penalty policy, which, at each decision
epoch t, penalizes the cumulative incentive imbalance up to t with a proportion of the
unit penalty for total incentive imbalance (β). Then, we describe four benchmark policies,
namely, the VRP with rebalancing policy, the myopic with rebalancing policy,
the fixed territory policy, and the fixed territory with rotation policy. In the
VRP with rebalancing policy, we first solve an operating cost minimizing VRP, and
then rebalance the cumulative incentive workload up to t + 1 when assigning routes to
couriers. In the myopic with rebalancing policy, we first solve a myopic problem to
minimize the single-period operating cost and effort imbalance (Equation (5a)), and then
rebalance the cumulative incentive workload up to t+1 when assigning routes to couriers. In
the fixed territory policy, each courier only delivers packages in the assigned territory,
where the territories partition the service region based on the expected demand. The fixed
territory with rotation policy is the same as the fixed territory policy, except
that the couriers rotate territories every payroll cycle.

4.1. Balanced penalty policy

We apply the Cost Function Approximation (CFA) approach of Approximate Dynamic
Programming (ADP). In CFA, we solve a modified optimization problem at each decision
epoch, where the objective function and/or the constraints are modified parametrically (Pow-
ell, 2019). CFA can be attractive when the impact of uncertainty is easy to recognize and
the decision is multidimensional (Powell, 2014). In the problem under study, the deliveries
are made based on the realized demand and thus the effort workload can be balanced deter-
ministically in each period. Therefore, the demand uncertainty only affects the cumulative
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Table 2: Notation in the MDP model

Sets
T {1, 2, . . . , T}, set of periods
K {1, 2, ..., K}, homogeneous fleet of couriers
G (N ,A), delivery network
0 Depot
N c {1, 2, ..., N}, set of delivery units
A Set of arcs

Data and parameters
tij Travel time on arc (i, j) ∈ A
Q Courier capacity
si Service time of each customer in delivery unit i

State variable at decision epoch t

St State variable, St = (Ĩt, D̂t)
Itk Daily incentive workload of courier k, ∀k ∈ K
Ftk Daily effort workload of courier k, ∀k ∈ K
It Daily incentive workload, It = (Itk)∀k∈K
Ft Daily effort workload, Ft = (Ftk)∀k∈K
Ĩtk Cumulative incentive workload of courier k up to decision epoch t, ∀k ∈ K
Ĩt Cumulative incentive workload up to decision epoch t, Ĩt = (Ĩtk)∀k∈K
d̂ti Demand of delivery unit i, ∀i ∈ N c

D̂t Demand of delivery units, Dt = (d̂ti)∀i∈N c

Decisions at decision epoch t
xt Decision variable, xt = (Zt,Θt)
ztik Equals to 1 if courier k is dispatched to serve delivery unit i; otherwise, equals to 0.
Zt Dispatching decision, Zt = (ztik)∀i∈N c,k∈K
θtk Route of courier k to serve the assigned delivery units
Θt Routing decision, Θt = (θtk)∀k∈K
ξtijk Equals to 1 if courier k traverse the arc (i, j); otherwise, equals to 0.
ytijk Occupied/Residual capacity, if courier k traverse the arc (i, j)/(j, i).
Xt Feasible region of xt
π Policy
Π Set of possible policies

Xπ
t (St) Decision function for policy π and a given state St

Exogenous information between decision epoch t and decision t+ 1
Wt+1 Exogenous information, Wt+1 = Dt+1

dt+1,i Random variable representing demand of delivery unit i, ∀i ∈ N c

Dt+1 Random variable representing demand of delivery units, Dt+1 = (dt+1,i)∀i∈N c

Objective function
Ct(St, xt) Cost function given the state St and decision xt at decision epoch t
f(Ft+1) Operating cost function
φ(Ft+1) Daily effort imbalance function

ϕ(Ĩt+1) Cumulative incentive imbalance function
α Unit penalty for daily effort imbalance
β Unit penalty for total incentive imbalance over the horizon
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incentive balance of future periods (until the end of the planning horizon). The dispatching
and routing decisions are multidimensional.

In the design of the CFA, a natural idea is to penalize the cumulative incentive imbalance
at each decision epoch instead of penalizing the total cumulative incentive imbalance only
at the end of the planning horizon. We denote the balanced penalty policy as πB. The
modified cost functions are

Ct(St, X
πPp
t (St)) = ft(Ft+1) + αφt(Ft+1) + pβϕt(Ĩt+1)

=
∑
k∈K

Ft+1,k + αmax
k∈K

Ft+1,k + pβ(max
k∈K

Ĩt+1,k −min
k∈K

Ĩt+1,k),∀t = 0, 1, . . . , T − 2,

Ct(St, X
πPp
t (St)) = ft(Ft+1) + αφt(Ft+1) + βϕt(Ĩt+1)

=
∑
k∈K

Ft+1,k + αmax
k∈K

Ft+1,k + β(max
k∈K

Ĩt+1,k −min
k∈K

Ĩt+1,k), t = T − 1,

where p ∈ P = (0, 1]. The cost function includes the single-period operating cost, single-
period effort imbalance penalty, and cumulative incentive imbalance penalty based on pβ.
We further denote the balanced penalty policy πB using parameter p as πPp .

The decision at decision epoch t under πPp is the solution of the mixed integer program-
ming (8).

min Ct(St, X
πPp
t (St)) (8a)

s.t. Constraints (1a) to (1j)

It+1,k =
∑
i∈N c

d̂tiztik, ∀k ∈ K, (8b)

Ft+1,k =
∑

(i,j)∈A

tijxtijk +
∑
i∈N c

sid̂tiztik, ∀k ∈ K, (8c)

Ĩt+1,k = Ĩtk + It+1,k, ∀k ∈ K, (8d)

It+1,k ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K, (8e)

Ft+1,k ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K, (8f)

Ĩt+1,k ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K. (8g)

The objective function (8a) is the modified cost function. Constraints (1a) to (1j) define
the feasible region of dispatching and routing decisions, as in Section 3.2. Constraints (8b)
specify that the incentive workload It+1,k of courier k in period t+1 is the total demand of the
delivery units assigned to him/her. Constraints (8c) specify that the effort workload Ft+1,k of
courier k in period t+1 is composed of the travel time and the service time. Constraints (8d)
update the cumulative incentive workload for each courier k ∈ K. Constraints (8e) to (8g)
enforce that the decision variables be nonnegative.

4.2. A hybrid algorithm to search p in πB

To search for the optimal parameter p∗ in πB, we propose a hybrid simulation optimization
algorithm (Figure 3). Specifically, we use a modified nested partitions (NP) method (Shi and
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ÓLafsson, 2000; Chen et al., 2019) as the global search framework to obtain a candidate pool
of p, and then employ a ranking and selection (R&S) KN++ procedure (Kim and Nelson,
2006) to determine p∗ in the pool.

Modified nested partitions method 

Initialize

Partition or 
backtrack Sample and evaluate

Update candidate 
solution pool

Update most 
promising region

Terminate
N

Initialize

Update

Screen

Terminate
Y

Ca
nd
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f 𝑝
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Optimal 𝑝∗

KN++ procedure 

Y

Figure 3: The hybrid algorithm

Normally, the nested partitions method outputs the singleton solution that is the most
frequently visited in the last iteration as the best solution (Shi and ÓLafsson, 2000). In
each iteration, we need to sample multiple points in the search region of p. To evaluate each
sampled point p, we use H demand (stream) observations, which requires to solve H × T
MIPs. If the maximum number of iterations Kmax = 50, the average number of sampled
points in each iteration is 10, the number of demand observations for each sampled point
H = 5, the planning horizon T = 7, and the average solution time of a MIP is 10 minutes, we
need 175,000 minutes (about 120 days) to run the algorithm once! Even with the speed-up
of parallel computing, it still takes about one week. This heavy computational effort limits
the number of demand observations H to evaluate each sampled point of p. As a result, the
conventional nested partitioned method may be subject to high Type I and Type II errors.
Hence, we employ a modified nested partitions method (Algorithm 1 in Appendix Appendix
A.1, Chen et al., 2019) to generate a candidate pool of p, instead of only selecting the best
singleton solution.

We use a KN++ procedure (Algorithm 2 in Appendix Appendix A.2, Kim and Nelson,
2006) as the statistical “cleanup” procedure to reduce Type I and Type II errors. The KN++
procedure is a fully sequential indifference-zone procedure that (asymptotically) selects the
best alternative from a finite set of alternatives with a pre-specified probability of correct
selection (PCS). In each iteration, the KN++ procedure screens the evaluation results of p’s
and eliminates the inferior p’s, until one p remains, the optimal p∗.
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4.3. Benchmark policies

In this section, we describe four benchmark policies, namely, the VRP with rebal-
ancing policy, the myopic with rebalancing policy, the fixed territory policy, and
the fixed territory with rotation policy.

4.3.1. VRP with rebalancing policy

At each decision epoch t, we solve an operating cost minimizing VRP (9).

min
∑
k∈K

Ft+1,k (9a)

Constraints (1a) to (1j)

Ft+1,k =
∑

(i,j)∈E

tijxtijk +
∑
i∈V c

sid̂tiztik, ∀k ∈ K, (9b)

Ft+1,k ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K. (9c)

The objective function (9a) is to minimize the daily operating cost. Constraints (1a) to
(1j) define the feasible region of dispatching and routing decisions, as in Section 3.2. Con-
straints (9b) specify that the effort workload Ft+1,k of courier k is composed of the travel time
and the service time. Constraints (9c) enforce that the decision variables be nonnegative.

However, the solution of (9) only determines the routes without assigning them to couri-
ers. We show that if we assign routes to couriers according to Observation 1 (the proof
is given in Appendix Appendix B), we can achieve the minimum range of the cumulative
incentive workload (Ĩt+1,k)∀k∈K from period 1 to period t + 1. We denote this VRP with
rebalancing policy as πV .

Observation 1. The minimum range of the cumulative incentive workload (Ĩt+1,k)∀k∈K
among the couriers is obtained when 1) sorting the couriers in ascending order based on
the cumulative incentive workload (Ĩtk)∀k∈K, 2) sorting the predetermined routes in descend-
ing order based on their numbers of delivery packages, and 3) matching the couriers and
predetermined routes accordingly.

4.3.2. Myopic with rebalancing policy

At decision epoch t, we solve a myopic problem (10) to minimize the single-period oper-
ating cost and effort imbalance penalty.

min
∑
k∈K

Ft+1,k + αmax
k∈K

Ft+1,k (10a)

Constraints (1a) to (1j)

Ft+1,k =
∑

(i,j)∈E

tijxtijk +
∑
i∈V c

sid̂tiztik, ∀k ∈ K, (10b)

Ft+1,k ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K. (10c)
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The objective function (10a) consists of the single-period operating cost and effort workload
imbalance penalty. Constraints (1a) to (1j) define the feasible region of dispatching and
routing decisions, as in Section 3.2. Constraints (10b) specify that the effort workload Ft+1,k

of courier k is composed of the travel time and the service time. Constraints (10c) enforce
that the decision variables be nonnegative.

However, similar to the VRP with rebalancing policy πV , the solution of the myopic
problem (10) only determines the routes without assigning them to couriers. We use the
same rebalance method in Observation 1 to assign routes to couriers. We denote this myopic
with rebalancing policy as πM .

4.3.3. Fixed territory policy

In the practice of last-mile delivery, a delivery manager may also partition the service
region of the delivery station into multiple territories and assign each courier to serve a fixed
delivery territory over the planning horizon.

In order to obtain a reasonably balanced partition, similar to Huang et al. (2018), we
solve a single-period workload balancing problem (11), based on the expected demand d̄i of
each delivery unit i ∈ N c.

min
∑
k∈K

Fk + αmax
k∈K

Fk + β(max
k∈K

Ik −min
k∈K

Ik) (11a)

Constraints (1a) to (1j) without the time index t

Ik =
∑
i∈V c

d̄izik, ∀k ∈ K, (11b)

Fk =
∑

(i,j)∈E

tijxijk +
∑
i∈V c

sid̄izik, ∀k ∈ K, (11c)

Ik ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K, (11d)

Fk ≥ 0, ∀k ∈ K. (11e)

The objective function (11a) consists of the single-period operating cost, effort imbalance
penalty, and incentive imbalance penalty, using the same α and β as in Equation (5). Con-
straints (1a) to (1j) define the feasible region of dispatching and routing decisions, as in
Section 3.2. Constraints (11b) specify that the incentive workload Ik of courier k is the
total demand of the delivery units assigned to him/her. Constraints (11c) specify that the
effort workload Fk of courier k is composed of the travel time and the service time. Con-
straints (11d) to (11e) enforce that the decision variables be nonnegative.

Based on the territory partition from the optimal solution of (11), each courier chooses
the fastest way to deliver the realized demand in the assigned delivery territory on a daily
basis. We denote the fixed territory policy as πF .

4.3.4. Fixed territory with rotation policy

Under the fixed territory policy, a slight difference in the expected demand between
the delivery territories may result in the accumulation of incentive imbalance over the plan-
ning horizon. Intuitively, the couriers can rotate the assigned territories (e.g., every payroll
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cycle) to reduce the incentive imbalance. Specifically, we denote the partitioned territories
as R = {R1, R2, . . . , RK}, and dispatch each courier k ∈ K to serve territory R(k+i−1) mod K

in the ith payroll cycle. We denote this fixed territory with rotation policy as πFR.

5. Numerical experiments

In this section, we describe the experimental setup in Section 5.1, the performance of the
hybrid algorithm in Section 5.2, and the numerical study on the policy comparison on the
base case instances in Section 5.3, the impact of demand variation in Section 5.4, and the
impact of the unit penalties of workload imbalance (α and β) in Section 5.5.

5.1. Experimental setup

Similar to Huang et al. (2018), in order to experiment on a delivery network that respects
the geographical and demographical characteristics in an urban area, while not revealing the
real design of the logistics company, we use the publicly available design of regions and
districts by the Beijing Bureau of Urban Planning (Figure 4(a)).

Specifically, we use “shrinked” region 01 to represent the service region of a last-mile
station1. It has 42 districts, each representing a delivery unit. Each delivery unit can be
approximated by a simple polygon, as in Figure 4(b). If two delivery units share a common
boundary segment but not just a boundary point, we define that the two delivery units are
adjacent.

We construct a delivery network G = (N ,A). N = {0} ∪ N c, where the depot 0 is
located at the centroid of region 01, and N c is the set of the centroids of the delivery units.
A consists of the arcs connecting the adjacent delivery units and connecting the depot and
the delivery units.

We set the planning horizon T = 7 days. For each delivery unit i ∈ N c, we randomly
generate d̂0i customers at the beginning of the planning horizon and d̂ti customers in period
t, 1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1. We assume that d̂0i and d̂ti (1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1) independently follow the
normal distribution N(µ, (ρµ)2), where µ is the expected number of customers in a delivery
unit. In the base case settings2, we set µ = 12 and the coefficient of variation ρ = 0.2.
We will experiment on different values of ρ in Section 5.4. To simplify the experiment, we

1Region 01 has a size of 62.52 square kilometer and is too large to serve as the service region of a last-mile
delivery station. In 2019, JD logistics (a leading logistics company in China) has 797 last-mile stations in
Beijing (https://www.aikuaidi.cn/outlets/z9o7f88v_40.html, in Chinese, last accessed on 20 December
2019), and the area of Beijing is 16410 square kilometers. That is, the average size of the service region by
a last-mile delivery station is approximately 20.6 square kilometers. Therefore, we balancedly “shrink” the
area of region 01 from 62.52 to 21 square kilometers. As a result, the average area of a delivery unit is 0.5
square kilometer.

2In 2019, the average number of packages per square kilometer in Beijing is 368.8 (National Bureau
of Statistics, http://data.stats.gov.cn/easyquery.htm?cn=E0103, in Chinese, last accessed on 20 July
2020), the share of e-commerce packages among overall express packages in China is 80% (People’s Daily,
2019), and the market share of JD.com in China is 25.7% (Analysis, 2019). Assuming 3 delivery shifts per
day, µ is approximated as 368.8× 80%× 25.7%/3 ≈ 12.
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(a) Design of regions and districts by the Beijing Bureau
of Urban Planning

Depot

(b) Region 01 approximated by simple poly-
gons

Figure 4: Network structure

approximate the number of customers by the number of packages. We set the service time
of each customer in delivery unit i ∈ N c as si = 3 minutes, and approximate the travel time
within a delivery unit using continuous approximation (Daganzo, 1984).

We set the number of couriers K = 4 such that a courier delivers 120 packages per day
on average, as in practice. Each courier has a capacity Q = 200 and travel speed v = 15
km/h. We set the unit penalty for daily effort imbalance as α = 1 and the unit penalty for
total incentive imbalance as β = 1. In Section 5.5, we explore different values of α and β
and evaluate their impact on performance.

Policies πB, πV , πM , and πF can be evaluated over a 7-day planning horizon (i.e., a
week). However, in policy πFR, couriers rotate every week. In order to evaluate the effect of
a complete rotation of 4 couriers, we need at least four weeks. Therefore, we evaluate each
policy over four weeks with 25 replications.

The territory partition and rotation in πFR are shown in Figure 5. In πF , there is
no rotation and each courier is assigned to the same territory as in rotation 1 over the
entire four weeks. However, the courier assignments under πB, πV , and πM are determined
only within each week. To determine the courier assignments of these three policies over
four weeks, we sort the cumulative incentive workload of the couriers within each week in
ascending order and assign couriers in the same order in each week. That is, the courier with
the highest cumulative incentive workload in one week is assigned the highest cumulative
incentive workload in every week. Note that this courier assignment favors πF and πFR.

We program all the policies using C#. The MIP at each decision epoch in each policy
is solved by Gurobi 9.0.0 (MIPGap = 0.1%). We run the experiments on three Windows
servers with 2.00 GHz, 2.27 GHz, and 2.70 GHz processor, respectively, and identical 64 GB
memory.
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Territory of courier 1 Territory of courier 2 Territory of courier 3 Territory of courier 4

Rotation 1 Rotation 2

Rotation 3 Rotation 4

Figure 5: Territory partition and rotation settings
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5.2. Performance of the hybrid algorithm

We apply the hybrid algorithm in Section 4.2 to search for the optimal p∗ in the bal-
anced penalty policy πB. We describe the implementation details of the hybrid algorithm in
Appendix Appendix A.3.

We denote V̄ (p,S) as the average total cost over sample S. In Figure 6, we show V̄ (p,S)
of various values of p under sample size 1, 2, . . . , 120. We observe that V̄ (p,S) stabilizes
after the sample size reaches 90. In the following experiments, we use the same sample
SEV AL of size 100 to evaluate V̄ (p,SEV AL).

Sample size
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Figure 6: The average total cost under different sample sizes

For the base case instances described in Section 5.1, we replicate the hybrid algorithm
10 times. After obtaining the p∗i of replication i, we evaluate V̄ (p∗i ,SEV AL). In Table 3,
columns (1) and (2) show the best value of V̄ (p∗,SEV AL) among the 10 replications and the
average value of V̄ (p∗,SEV AL) over the 10 replications, respectively. The best-average ratio
of 99.96% illustrates the stability of the hybrid algorithm. In the real implementation, we
run the hybrid algorithm only once to search for the optimal p∗. For the base case settings
described in Section 5.1, we select the output of the hybrid algorithm in the first replication,
which is p∗1 = 0.20.

Table 3: Results of the hybrid algorithm (10 replications)

Best V̄ (p∗,SEV AL) Average V̄ (p∗,SEV AL) Best-average ratio Average computational time
(1) (2) (3) = (1)/(2) (4)

286.05 286.18 99.96% ≈ 11 days

The computational time of the hybrid algorithm is about 11 days, averaged over 10
replications. Note that if we enumerate the entire discretized search region P to search for
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p∗ = arg minp∈P V̄ (p,SEV AL), it takes about 490 days3. The hybrid algorithm can signifi-
cantly reduce the computational time. Once p∗ is determined, it takes only about 10 minutes
to solve the MIP (8) in the daily dispatching.

5.3. Comparative analysis on the base case instances

Next, for the base case instances described in Section 5.1, we compare the balanced
penalty policy πB with the benchmark policies (see Section 4.3), i.e., the VRP with rebal-
ancing policy πV , the myopic with rebalancing policy πM , the fixed territory policy πF , and
the fixed territory with rotation policy πFR.

We compare the policies using the average total cost over 25 replications in Table 4.
The row “Difference w.r.t. πB” represents the difference in the average total cost between
a policy and πB (calculated as (TCPolicy − TCπP )/TCπP , where TC represents the average
total cost). We observe that πB outperforms the other policies, and that πF and πV perform
much worse than the other policies. πFR can significantly decrease the total cost compared
with πF , though it still performs worse than πM and πB.

Table 4: Total cost and differences with respect to πB

πB πM πFR πF πV

Average 1144.2 1171.5 1221.1 1547.6 1689.3
Standard deviation 4.7 4.8 9.4 12.0 17.4
Difference w.r.t. πB - 2.4% 6.8% 35.3% 47.6%

Figure 7 shows the decomposed cost. Each bar consists of the operating cost, effort
imbalance penalty, and incentive imbalance penalty (from bottom to top).

In πV , we solve an operating cost minimizing VRP at each decision epoch, and thus πV

achieves the smallest operating cost among the policies. Compared with πV , the other policies
do not significantly increase the operating cost (the difference between the largest and the
smallest operating cost is 1.01%). This result indicates that we can achieve workload balance
without compromising too much operating cost, which is consistent with the observation in
Matl et al. (2018).

We also observe that πM achieves the best effort balance among the policies. This is
intuitive because only πB and πM penalize daily effort imbalance, while πB additionally
penalizes cumulative incentive imbalance (see (8a) and (10a)). Note that πV results in much
higher effort imbalance penalty than the other policies.

Further, we observe that πB achieves the best incentive balance among the policies. This
is intuitive in that πB is the only policy that explicitly considers the cumulative incentive
balance in the daily dispatching.

3There are 100 points (p) in the entire discretized search region P. For each p ∈ P, we evaluate
V̄ (p,SEV AL) using sample SEV AL of size 100. In each scenario ω ∈ SEV AL, we need to solve 7 MIPs
(the planning horizon is 7 days). It takes about 10 minutes to solve a MIP. Hence, the total computational
time is 100× 100× 7× 10 = 700, 000 minutes ≈ 490 days.
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Figure 7: Cost decomposition

Compared with πF , πFR significantly reduces the total incentive imbalance over the four
weeks among the couriers, from 410.4 packages to 83.9 packages (note that β = 1). Under
πF , courier 1 and courier 3 deliver 120 packages on each day in expectation, while courier
2 and courier 4 deliver 132 packages on each day in expectation. This 10% daily difference
accumulates (in expectation) over the four weeks, resulting in more significant incentive
imbalance among the couriers. With territory rotation, πFR can effectively mitigate the
cumulation of incentive imbalance. Note that, however, πF and πFR result in exactly the
same operating cost and effort imbalance penalty, because the territory rotation only changes
the assignment of (homogeneous) couriers to the routes but not the routes themselves and
the corresponding (total and maximum) delivery time.

Under πV , the routes on each day are heavily imbalanced. For example, on day 1 of
replication 1, the maximum and minimum numbers of packages are 187 and 14 packages,
and the maximum and minimum delivery time are 12.35 and 0.98 hours. Although πV tries
to rebalance the cumulative incentive workload on the daily basis (Section 4.3.1), it still
results in high incentive imbalance penalty (similar to πF ). Without effort rebalance, πV

suffers from significantly higher effort imbalance penalty compared with all the other policies.
Except πV , all the other policies mainly differ in the incentive imbalance penalty. Com-

pared with πM , πB results in slightly larger operating cost and effort imbalance penalty,
but much smaller incentive imbalance penalty. As a result, πB outperforms πM on the total
cost. In the following numerical study, we focus on the comparison among πB, πM , and πFR,
because of their significant outperformance over πF and πV .

Next, we look at the distribution of the incentive imbalance and the average effort imbal-
ance over the 28 days over the 25 replications. Figure 8(a) shows the histogram of incentive
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imbalance, i.e., the difference between maximum and minimum numbers of delivery packages
over the 28 days among the couriers. Under πB, the incentive imbalance is smaller than 15
packages in all the 25 replications. πFR shows much larger variance, with the largest total
incentive imbalance reaching 130 packages. Figure 8(b) shows the histogram of average ef-
fort imbalance, i.e., the maximum daily delivery hours among the couriers, averaged over the
28 days. πM performs slightly better than πB. πFR distributes towards higher values with
larger variance. In the current 25 replications, the smallest average daily effort imbalance
under πFR is larger than the largest average daily effort imbalance under πB and πM .
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5.4. Impact of demand variation

As described in Section 5.1, in the base case settings, d̂0i and d̂ti (1 ≤ t ≤ T − 1) inde-
pendently follow the normal distribution N(µ, (ρµ)2), where we set µ = 12 and ρ = 0.2. In
Table 5, we show different values of ρ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and present the corresponding p∗’s in
πB. We observe that p∗ decreases in ρ. Intuitively, a larger p value means a higher penalty
on the cumulative incentive imbalance and therefore, likely, a more balanced cumulative in-
centive workload among couriers on each day of the week. However, more balanced incentive
workload among the couriers in early days may leave limited room to offset the (unavoidable)
difference in package allocation among routes in the remaining days of the week, especially
when the demand variation (ρ) is high. As an extreme example, assuming all couriers are
perfectly balanced in the first six days of the week, the total incentive imbalance over the
week among all the couriers would be the same as the incentive imbalance on the last day.

Table 5: Demand variation settings and the corresponding p∗’s

Number of couriers
Number of customers in a delivery unit on each day

p∗

Expected value µ Coefficient of variation ρ

4 12
0.1 0.31
0.2 0.20
0.3 0.11

Figure 9 shows the total costs and the decomposition under different values of ρ. All the
values are averaged over 25 replications. Under each policy, the gaps between the average
total costs under ρ = 0.1 and ρ = 0.2, 0.3 are shown on the top of the bars.

We observe that the operating costs under all the policies and the effort imbalance penal-
ties under πB and πM are not very sensitive to the change in demand variation. The effort
imbalance penalty under πFR increases in ρ. Recall that under πFR, the territories are
fixed and the rotation does not affect the maximum daily delivery time among the couri-
ers. A higher demand variation (i.e., a larger value of ρ) may result in larger maximum
daily demand and likely larger maximum daily delivery time among the territories. While
the incentive imbalance penalties under all the policies increase in ρ, the increase under πB

are the least. As πB explicitly penalizes the cumulative incentive imbalance in the daily
dispatching, it is more adaptive to the change in demand variation than the other policies.
As a result, the total cost under πB increases slightly in ρ, while those under πM and πFR

increase significantly.

5.5. Impact of the unit penalties of workload imbalance

Recall that the unit penalties of the effort imbalance (α) and incentive imbalance (β) are
assumed to be set by the delivery manager. Here, we explore the impact of the choice of α
and β on the operating cost, effort imbalance, and incentive imbalance.

Figure 10 shows the average daily effort imbalance and the total incentive imbalance over
the 28 days under πB under different values of α (Figure 10(a)) or β (Figure 10(b)), while
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Figure 9: Decomposed cost under different demand variations

fixing the other one at the default value (i.e., β = 1, or α = 1, respectively). We also show
the results of πV (corresponding to α = β = 0 under πB) in Figure 10(a) and the results
of πM (corresponding to α = 1 and β = 0 under πB) in Figure 10(b). All the values in
Figure 10 are averaged over 25 replications.

As α increases (β = 1), the daily effort imbalance is penalized more. Figure 10(a) shows
that under πB, when the average maximum daily delivery time among the couriers is reduced
by 5 minutes (from 8.27 to 8.18 hours), the difference between the maximum and minimum
number of total delivery packages over the 28 days among the couriers almost doubles (from
9.4 to 18.8 packages). Note that the operating cost only changes 0.2% under different values
of α. We also observe that compared with πB under all the values of α, πV results in much
larger average daily effort imbalance and total incentive imbalance over the 28 days.

On the other hand, as β increases (α = 1), the total incentive imbalance is penalized
more. Figure 10(b) shows that under πB, when the difference between the maximum and
minimum numbers of total delivery packages over the 28 days among the couriers is reduced
by 1.7 packages (from 9.4 to 7.7 packages), the average maximum daily delivery time among
the couriers increases by 17 minutes (from 8.27 to 8.55 hours). Note that the operating cost
only changes 0.8% under different values of β. We also observe that compared with πB under
all the values of β, πM results in much larger total incentive imbalance but slightly smaller
average daily effort imbalance over the 28 days.

We conclude that a reasonable trade-off among the operating cost and the two types of
workload imbalance can be achieved as long as both are explicitly considered.
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Figure 10: Average daily effort imbalance and total incentive imbalance over the 28 days

6. Summary and final remarks

We have studied a setting in which a delivery manager responsible for the daily dispatch-
ing of urban deliveries considers workload balance among the couriers to maintain workforce
morale. The delivery manager focuses on two types of workload: incentive workload, which
relates to the delivery quantity and affects a courier’s income, and effort workload, which
relates to the delivery time and affects a courier’s health. To design effective dispatching
policies, we introduce a multi-period workload balancing problem and formulate it as an
MDP. We propose and evaluate a balanced penalty policy based on CFA, and use a hybrid
algorithm combining the modified nested partitions method and the KN++ procedure to
search for the optimal policy parameters. We have conducted an extensive computational
study that reveals the efficacy of the balanced penalty policy; it achieves low operating cost
while still ensuring workload balance and is robust against demand variation.

Our research introduces several innovations. It considers equity metrics that have to be
balanced over different periods; incentive workload has to be balanced over a long period
of time (e.g., a week or a month) whereas effort workload has to be balanced over a short
period of time (e.g., a shift or a day). It considers workload balance in an environment
with uncertain demand; existing research on workload balance has assumed given, known
demand.

In practice, many factors impact effort workload. Consistency, i.e., making deliveries at
known locations, tends to increase efficiency. Consistency can also have less tangible benefits,
e.g., couriers developing familiarity with the delivery recipients, which may increase their
level of enjoyment and satisfaction. Geographic and demographic characteristics of an urban
area, e.g., residential vs. commercial, low-density vs. high-density, and low-rise vs. high-rise,
impact delivery time. Future research may focus on how to include such considerations.
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Appendix A. Hybrid algorithm

In this section, we describe the modified nested partitions method and the KN++ proce-
dure in the hybrid algorithm (Figure 3). For presentational convenience, we denote V̂ (p, ω)
as the total cost associated with p in the balanced penalty policy πB evaluated under scenario
ω, where ω = (D̂t)t=0,1,...,T−1 represents a stream of realized demand over the planning hori-

zon. We further denote V̄ (p,S) =
∑|S|

s=1 V̂ (p, ωs)/|S| as the average total cost over sample
S.

Appendix A.1. Modified nested partitions method

In Algorithm 1, given the search region P of all possible values of p, the modified nested
partitions method outputs a candidate pool PC = {(p, v(p))} in Kmax iterations, where v(p)
is the latest estimated total cost associated with p.

In Step 0, we initialize the most promising region σk, the candidate pool PC , and the
iteration number k.

In Step 1, we partition the most promising region σk into Mσk disjoint subregions, and
aggregate the surrounding regions as subregion σkM

σk
+1.

In Step 2, we randomly select Nσki
points of p in each subregion σki , evaluate each pji

by V̄ k(pji ,Sk), and update PC with newly-generated or improved pji , ∀i = 1, 2, ...,Mσk + 1,
j = 1, 2, ..., Nσki

.

In Step 3, we update the most promising region σk+1 based on V̄ k(pji ,Sk) in Step 2.
In Step 4, we terminate the algorithm and output the candidate pool PC in iteration

Kmax, or return to Step 1 to start iteration k + 1.

Appendix A.2. KN++ procedure

We denote PK as the candidate pool of p generated from the candidate pool PC =
(p, v(p)), which is outputted by the modified nested partitions method (Algorithm 1). In
Algorithm 2, given the candidate pool PK and the indifference-zone parameter δ, we use the
KN++ procedure to select the optimal p∗ under a confidence level 1− α.

In Step 0, we evaluate V̂ (p, ω) for each p ∈ PK under each scenario ω in the first stage
sample S, and initialize the observation counter r.

In Step 1, we update the variance estimator Sr(p, p′),∀p, p′ ∈ Pc. Based on the Sr(p, p′),
we compute the maximum observation number, and determine whether to terminate the
algorithm.

In Step 2, we screen the V̄ r(p,S) of the remaining p ∈ PK and eliminates the inferior p’s
with certain statistical confidence.

In Step 3, we terminate the algorithm if only one p remains in PK as the optimal p∗.
Otherwise, we evaluate V̂ (p, ωr+1) for each remaining p ∈ PK under a newly-generated
scenario ωr+1, and return to Step 1.
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Algorithm 1: The modified nested partitions method

Input: The entire search region P . The size of candidate pool C. The maximum
number of iterations Kmax.

Output: The candidate pool PC .
Step 0 Initialization.

Set the most promising region σk as the entire search region P .
Set PC = ∅.
Set the iteration counter k = 0.

Step 1 Partition.

If the most promising region σk is a singleton, keep it unchanged (no partitions).
Else, partition σk into Mσk disjoint subregions σk1 , σ

k
2 , ..., σ

k
M
σk

.

Aggregate the surrounding regions as subregion σkM
σk

+1.

Note that if σk = P , σkM
σk

+1 = ∅.
Step 2 Sampling and evaluating p, and updating PC .

Generate a sample Sk of size H.
In each subregion σki , i = 1, 2, ...,Mσk + 1, randomly select Nσki

points of p,

denoted as pji , j = 1, 2, ..., Nσki
.

For each pji , i = 1, 2, ...,Mσk + 1, j = 1, 2, ..., Nσki
:

Evaluate V̂ k(pji , ω) under each scenario ω ∈ Sk, and calculate V̄ k(pji ,Sk).
If pji does not exist in PC , insert (pji , V̄

k(pji ,Sk)) into PC .
Else if V̄ k(pji ,Sk) < v(pji ), update v(pji ) = V̄ k(pji ,Sk).
If |PC | > C, remove the (p, v(p)) pair with the largest v(p) from PC .

Step 3 Updating the most promising region.

Let i∗ = arg mini∈{1,2,...,M
σk

+1}minj∈{1,2,...,N
σk
i
} V̄

k(pji ,Sk).
If i∗ ≤Mσk , update the most promising region as σk+1 = σki∗ .
Else, backtrack the most promising region to the entire region as σk+1 = P .

Step 4 Stopping rule.

If k = Kmax, terminate and output PC .
Else, set the iteration counter k = k + 1. Go to Step 1.
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Algorithm 2: The KN++ procedure

Input: The candidate pool PK .
The confidence level 1− α.
The indifference-zone parameter δ > 0.
The first stage sample size n0 ≥ 2.

Output: The best p∗.
Step 0 Initialization.

Generate a sample S of size n0.
For each p ∈ PK , evaluate V̂ (p, ω) under each scenario ω ∈ S.
Set the observation counter r = n0.

Step 1 Update.

Calculate η = 1
2
[( 2α
k−1

)−
2
r−1 − 1], and h2 = 2η(r − 1).

Compute the estimator Sr(p, p′), the sample variance of the difference between the total
costs associated with p and p′.

Sr(p, p′) =
1

r − 1

∑
ω∈S

(V̂ (p, ω)− V̂ (p′, ω)− [V̄ r(p,S)− V̄ r(p′,S)])2, ∀p 6= p′ ∈ PK ,

Compute N r(p, p′) = bh
2Sr(p,p′)

δ
c,∀p 6= p′ ∈ Pc, and N r(p) = max

p′ 6=p
N r(p, p′).

If r ≥ max
p∈Pc

N r(p) + 1, terminate and output p∗ with the minimum V̄ r(p∗,S), p∗ ∈ PK .

Else, go to Step 2.

Step 2 Screening.

Set PK−old = PK
Let PK = {p : p ∈ PK−old and V̄ r(p,S) ≤ V̄ r(p′,S) +W r(p, p′),∀p′ 6= p ∈ PK−old},

where W r(p, p′) = max{0, δ
2r

(h
2Sr(p,p′)
δ2

− r)}.
Step 3 Stopping rule.

If |PK | = 1, terminate and output the only element p∗.
Else:

Generate a new scenario ωr+1 and add it into the sample S.
For each p ∈ PK , evaluate V̂ (p, ωr+1).
Set the observation counter r = r + 1.
Go to Step 1.
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Appendix A.3. Implementation details

In this section, we describe the implementation details of the hybrid algorithm. Note
that P = (0, 1] is the entire search region of p, as described in Section 4.1. P is discretized
into 100 points with a precision of 0.01, i.e., {0.01, 0.02, . . . , 1}.

Table A.6: Parameter settings of the hybrid algorithm

Parameter Value

Modified nested partitions method
Entire search region, P 100 points: (0:0.01:1]
Size of candidate solution pool, C 10
Maximum number of iterations, Kmax 50
Number of partitioned subregions of σk, Mσk min{5, Lσk}
Number of sampled points in each subregion σki , Nσki

20%Lσki
Number of demand observations for each sample point, H 5

KN++ procedure
Confidence level, 1− α 0.99
Indifference-zone parameter, δ 0.5
First stage sample size, n0 10

The algorithm parameter settings are shown in Table A.6. In the modified nested parti-
tions method (Algorithm 1), we denote the number of points in a subregion σki in iteration
k as Lσki , ∀i = 1, 2, ...,Mσk + 1. In Step 1, if Lσk ≥ 5, we partition the most promising

subregion σk into Mσk = 5 subregions; otherwise, we partition σk into Mσk = Lσk singleton
subregions. In Step 2, we uniformly sample Nσki

= 20%Lσki (round up to the nearest integer)

points in each subregion σki , and use H = 5 demand observations to evaluate each p.
Further, to speed up the hybrid algorithm, we use parallel computing method when

evaluating multiple p in Step 2 of the modified nested partitions method (Algorithm 1), and
in the initialization and sequential observations of the KN++ procedure (Algorithm 2).

Appendix B. Proof of Observation 1

Proof. Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the cumulative incentive workload
of the couriers Ĩt1 ≤ Ĩt2 ≤ . . . ≤ ĨtK . Given an arbitrary order of numbers of delivery packages
{It+1,1, It+1,2, ..., It+1,K} of the routes, if there exist any routes k1 < k2 with It+1,k1 ≤ It+1,k2 ,
we can swap them and find that

Ĩtk1 + It+1,k1 ≤ Ĩtk1 + It+1,k2 ≤ Ĩtk2 + It+1,k2 ,

Ĩtk1 + It+1,k1 ≤ Ĩtk2 + It+1,k1 ≤ Ĩtk2 + It+1,k2 .

The swap can reduce (at least remain) the range of cumulative incentive workload Ĩt+1

among couriers in three situations as follows:
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1. If Ĩtk1+It+1,k1 is the minimum cumulative incentive in the original assignment, the swap
can increase the minimum cumulative incentive workload (Ĩtk1 +It+1,k1 ≤ Ĩtk1 +It+1,k2).

2. If Ĩtk2+It+1,k2 is the maximum cumulative incentive in the original assignment, the swap
can decrease the maximum cumulative incentive workload (Ĩtk2 +It+1,k1 ≤ Ĩtk2 +It+1,k2).

3. If Ĩtk1 + It+1,k1 and Ĩtk2 + It+1,k2 is not the minimum and maximum cumulative incen-
tive workload in the original assignment, the swap will not change the minimum and
maximum cumulative incentive workload.

In summary, after the swap, the minimum cumulative incentive workload will increase or
remain the same, and the maximum cumulative incentive workload will decrease or remain
the same, such that the range of cumulative incentive workload among couriers will decrease
or remain the same.

Thus, if there exists any two couriers k1 < k2 with It+1,k1 ≤ It+1,k2 , we can swap them
an obtain smaller or at least the same range of the cumulative incentive workload. After a
limited number of swaps, we finally obtain the minimum range of the cumulative incentive
workload among couriers from period 1 to period t+ 1 with a descending sort of numbers of
delivery packages {It+1,1, It+1,2, ..., It+1,K}.
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